NOTICE : DEANAC/ADVT-1/2010

Date: June 14, 2010

Applications are invited in plain paper giving full details of academic records and experience supported by evidence for MIS Programmer Trainees in the Office of the Dean (Academic). This does not entitle any claim for permanent positions in future. Qualification:

i. B.E. or B.Tech. (CSE/IT/ECE/EEE/ICE) (or)
ii. MCA, M.Sc. (Computer Science)

Desirable:

(a) Programming knowledge in VB JAVA and Oracle
(b) Knowledge of computer data processing and previous working experience in MIS

Preference : The person with work experience in relevant fields will be preferred. Age below 26 years.

Stipend : in the I Year Rs. 6,000/- (Consolidated pay per month).
         in the II Year Rs. 7,000/- (Consolidated pay per month).

Mode of Selection: Through Interview.

The application, along with enclosures should be sent to:
“The Dean (Academic),
National Institute of Technology,
Tiruchirappalli - 620015”

The last date for receipt of applications is extended to July 9, 2010. (Applications received after the due date or incomplete applications without enclosures etc., will be summarily rejected).

NOTE:

1) Only the short listed candidates will be called for interview and the information will be intimated through e-mail.
2) All applications should be sent by post / courier. Delay / loss in postal transit or due to other reasons will not be the responsibility of NITT.
3) Details of previous experience and present employment in chronological order with the name of the employer and full address thereof, post held, salary drawn, and nature of duties performed should be enclosed.
4) No TA/DA will be paid for attending the test / interview.
5) The opportunity as MIS Systems Programmer Trainee in NIT-T is purely temporary.
6) Decision of the selection committee is final and binding.
7) Liable for termination prematurely with short notice.